Abstract
Background
Research in autonomous mobile robots started in the 1960's [1] and has been widespread since the early 1980's. Despite thousands of man-years of work and thousands of publications covering this work, commercial applications have generally failed. There are two reasons for this: first, much of the research work has focused on mapping, path planning algorithms and behavior generation while the limiting real world problems were with sensing and perception. Second, economic justification and marketplace success require a combination of low prices with high functionality and high reliability, a combination which has not been achieved.
Most of the work in the 1980s and well into the 1990's employed ultrasonic range sensors for indoor navigation and machine vision for outdoor navigation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The introduction of ladar (laser radar) sensors in the early 1990's has resulted in a new paradigm for mobile robot navigation [8] . The SICK Optic 1 laser scanner in particular has become common in research laboratories around the world. This instrument can be configured to scan a 180°r adial field of view in a plane at resolutions of 0.5°o r 1° or a 100° field of view at a resolution of 0.25°, 0.5°, or 1°. The range can be set to 8.1 m, 81 m or 150 m and scans are generated at approximately 77 Hz [9] .
Typical Use of Scanning Ladar
The typical use of a scanning ladar sensor is with the scanning plane parallel to the floor. This provides a good, high resolution profile map of walls and obstacles [10] that is satisfactory for a two dimensional world. That is, if every object in the environment has a cylindrical form, such that all surfaces are vertical and a single horizontal plane cut through the environment adequately captures the extent of all objects, then a two dimensional projection of that data provides a suitable map for path planning by a mobile robot. A typical map generated by the scanning ladar is shown in Figure  1 . This is a view of a hallway with an open double door ahead of the sensor. A new use of a laser scanner to capture three dimensional features that uses only a single scanner has been explored at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Mounting the scanner on a mobile robot base with the scanning plane angled down toward the direction of motion provides a "cowcatcher" that sweeps out a volume of space in front of the robot as it moves forward. Accumulating the data in a two and a half or three dimensional map provides a comprehensive model of the world that overcomes many of the problems encountered in the field by early mobile robot pioneers.
The mapping procedure consists of a coordinate transformation, a fusion and a scrolling procedure. The coordinate transformation procedure involves sensor-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-world transformations. Figure 2 shows the geometric relationship between the sensor and the vehicle coordinate systems. The sensor coordinate frame is defined to have the xy plane as the scanning plane. The sensor provides range at a given angle, which is transformed into x and y values. Given the sensor tilt angle θ (defined as a positive number), and the height H, the sensor-to-vehicle 3D homogeneous transformation is the combination of a rotation along the x-axis and a translation along the z-axis: The sensed data in vehicle coordinates are directly useful for obstacle avoidance if obstacle avoidance algorithms are formulated in a vehicle coordinate frame, as for example the polar coordinate scheme of Borenstein [12] . For mapping or obstacle avoidance using algorithms formulated in a world coordinate frame, a subsequent vehicle-to-world transformation must be made.
NIST work in autonomous mobility has focused on research supporting Demo III, [13] the Army's Experimental Unmanned Ground Vehicle (XUV) development program. Demo III is targeting the development of an autonomous robot vehicle for reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition. Off-road navigation for Demo III is more difficult than planar navigation in an indoor environment, with more potential navigation problems in the terrain, but the basic approach can be used for indoor navigation as well. Demo III uses a multiresolutional 2 1/2 D world model, in which elevation is a composite cost function of terrain elevation, soil properties, obstacles, slope, observability by enemy forces, and other factors. A 2 1/2 D model will be much simpler for indoor navigation with elevation from the floor plane being the most significant state variable.
The vehicle-to-world transformation transforms data from the vehicle coordinate to a world coordinate system. After the transformations, sensed data are updated and fused into the world model [14] , which represents the three-dimensional environment in a way suitable for path planning.
The world model contains layers of maps. Examples include the elevation map, the obstacle map and the hallway map. For example, each cell in the elevation map contains basic geometric information such as the average elevation height, the min and max elevation values and a confidence measure reflecting the "goodness" of the elevation data. The confidence measure is helpful in dealing with sensor noise as well as moving obstacles.
All of the sensor data, from laser scanners, sonar, vision sensors and bumpers are added into the maps. A priori data, a map of a building layout for example, can be similarly added into the world model maps. The maps are then fused to create a single "best" representation of the world that is used for path planning. For Demo III path planning is done using cost-based search [15] . Simpler approaches can be used for indoor navigation. For example, all of the data can be directly entered into a single local map, with appropriate weights, and path planning can be reduced to figuring deviations from a straight line down hallway necessary to avoid obstacles [16] .
The map fusion algorithm used at NIST is based on the concept of confidence-based mapping described in Oskard [17] . In this algorithm, confidence measures increase or decrease linearly as the model receives updated information from the sensors. When a map cell receives a vote for a class such as an obstacle, an elevation measurement, a terrain classification, etc., the cell's confidence in that class is incremented by a predefined constant based on the reliability of the sensor. The elevation confidence of each grid cell is updated every sensor cycle, e.g., 75 Hz for SICK data. The new elevation is updated by the weighted average of the current sensed elevation value and the accumulated elevation value.
A map cell is classified into an object type. Examples of object types are walls, tables, water fountains, etc. The confidence of these classes is updated based on the results of SICK classification algorithms. Confidence values increase by a factor determined by sensor characteristics, which are learned off-line by analyzing and testing data collected for this purpose. Confidence values are used as a cost factor in determining the traversability of a grid cell. The traversability was used in the DEMOIII path planner [15] .
A scrolling local map that incorporates new sensor data while keeping the vehicle centered on the map is used. This scrolling approach has the advantage of minimizing cell relocation. No copying of data is done, only updating. When the vehicle moves out of the center cell, the scrolling function is enabled. The scrolling function includes re-centering the map and reinitializing the map borders. Because the map is vehicle-centered, only the borders of the map contain new regions that must be initialized [13] . Figure 3 shows a single scan and a maximum elevation map as the robot moves about 1 m through a hallway at NIST. The virtual robot shown in the map is roughly 40 cm x 40 cm x 20 cm. In the scan plot, the laser scanner is mounted 1.1 m above the floor and tilted down 12°. This maximum elevation map can be thought of in terms of dropping a curtain wall from every measured point to the floor, effectively creating a complete wall from the set of discrete measured points on that wall. This representation creates a 2 1/2 D map in the plane of the floor that includes the projection of all three dimensional objects that might be obstacles for the mobile robot. Light gray is sensed data, dark is unknown space, vehicle icon is centered. Note that the sensor cannot see the floor directly in front of the robot when it is initialized. It only provides a complete volume sweep as the robot moves down the hallway. Figure 4 shows the elevation map after the robot has traveled some distance. The photo on the left shows a side doorway leading into a laboratory area; the back wall shows up clearly in the elevation map.
Experimental Data
Note that the wastebasket and the doorknob on the left door are sensed and represented in the 3D map. These are objects that might be missed by scanning in a single horizontal plane. The doorknob, for example, looks like a pillar in the 3D map as it is projected to the floor. This is the correct representation for a cylindrical robot. For a robot that has a varying cross section, a more complex 3D model could be constructed that would represent overhangs that part or all of the robot could pass under without collision. The important point is that all of the three dimensional features of the world below the height of the sensor that might be obstacles for a robot are captured by this scanning technique and can then be represented in an appropriate way for path planning.
Since the scanning sensor can only see forward and down, it is vulnerable to overhanging obstacles at or above the height of the sensor. Putting the sensor on a tilting platform or adding a second sensor looking up from below or complementary sonar sensors would be needed to detect all possible obstacles that might endanger the robot. Since there are "stealth" objects for any single sensing modality, a multiplicity of sensors is always the best idea in any case.
A final example is shown in Figure 5 . This is data collected by moving the sensor, angled downward at 12°, along a bridge between two buildings. The structure of the bridge is a series of pillars that hold windows to the outside and that support the floor to the inside. There is an open gap between the floor and the windows. A handrail runs between the pillars. The scanned data then creates an apparently hollow panel wall, where the inner surface is the data from the handrail projected to the floor. Note that even though the exterior wall is transparent glass, the sensor sees and maps that wall; it also maps external structures (tree branches) seen through the glass. These data were taken in direct sunlight, representing an extremely difficult environment for an optical sensor. The work described here is targeted at obstacle avoidance, capturing three-dimensional features of an indoor environment in a way that overcomes some of the problems encountered in real world mobile robot applications.
We have not discussed using the data for localization, although it is obvious that the data are very clean and wall following would be straightforward. Similarly, wall features are clearly defined and hence could be used for registration along the length of a hallway. Given an a priori map, created when a robot is installed, the data are adequate for localization and navigation in indoor hallway environments.
We have also not discussed the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem, which is mapping of an unknown environment. The issues of dead reckoning accuracy and data registration using Kalman filtering are the same no matter what sensing modality is employed. Scanning laser range data has been used for SLAM in a planar configuration by Konolige [8] and others. Using the scanner in a tilted configuration would be identical once the data are in a 2 1/2 D form in vehicle coordinates.
Conclusion
A scanning laser range sensor mounted on a moving robot at a downward looking angle can be used to sweep out a volume of space as the robot moves. This will capture the three dimensional structure of the world and identify obstacles that might be a problem for the robot and that would be missed by scanning in a single horizontal plane.
